Abstract: Fuzzy min-max neural network (FMN), proposed by Simpson is a wellknown supervised neuro-fuzzy classifier that has been successfully used by many researchers for pattern recognition. However, the FMN represents the learned knowledge with exhaustive details in a 'fine-grained' manner that reduces its performance for pattern recognition in terms of the recall time per pattern. In this paper, we adapt the basic architecture of the FMN to represent the learned knowledge in a compact way that is in a 'coarse-grained' manner, which is closed to human thinking. The working of the proposed method that is fuzzy min-max neural network with knowledge compaction (FMN-KC) is illustrated using the Fisher Iris dataset. The potential of using the FMN-KC for supervised outlier detection is demonstrated using a time-series disk defect dataset published by NASA and KDD cup 99 dataset available in UCI repository. The proposed method achieves around 50 % gain in the recall time as compared to the original FMN and the recognition rate is also comparable. We strongly recommend using the proposed architecture FMN-KC for supervised outlier detection in the real time applications, where recall time per pattern is one of the key parameters.
Introduction
An outlier is an observation that deviates from other observations in such a way that it creates a suspicion about the original method that was used to generate it [1] . The outliers may obstruct the process of data mining due to the incorrect knowledge discovery [2] . Outlier detection is an essential pre-processing task in diverse domains including automation and control in industry applications [2] , computer network intrusion detection [3] , fraud detection [4] , suspicious or criminal activities detection in e-commerce [5] , image processing [6] , remote sensing [7] , etc. Various methods have been discussed to catch the outliers and a detailed study can be found in [8] [9] [10] . There are three basic approaches for outlier detection that include unsupervised clustering, supervised classification, and semi-supervised recognition [10] . A general approach for detecting the outliers is to train the model for normality and then calculate the deviation of each input instance with respect to the trained normal data. The methods based on the supervised classification approach have used different methods to calculate the distance between an input pattern and the trained normal data. If the deviation of some input exceeds the pre-specified threshold, then that input is considered as an outlier. The threshold is initially set based on the application requirements [10] . The unsupervised clustering based methods do not have any prior knowledge about the data to determine the outliers and hence many times they are used for noise removal [11] . The semi-supervised based methods require either normal or abnormal patterns for training. The supervised methods use the characteristics of the known examples including the normal and abnormal patterns to sharpen the learning process to find more relevant outliers. The outlier detection systems have not been well-studied, explored, or applied as classification systems [12] . The supervised methods have been found more effective to get the meaningful outliers; however, these methods have not been explored much in this area. Gomez and Dasgupta have applied the supervised fuzzy classifiers for intrusion detection and they reported good detection rate [13] . The fuzzy systems however do not have the capability to construct the models solely based on the sample data for the target system. Zhang et.al. have employed a perceptron back propagation hybrid (PBH) neural network classifier for detecting the network-based attacks [14] . Hawkins et. al. have successfully employed the replicator neural networks for anomaly detection [15] . The works [14, 15] have employed neural network approach for outlier detection that has advantages such as adaptive capability of learning new patterns, refining the existing ones, managing complex nonlinear decision boundaries, and faster recall. They however are not effective to handle the uncertainties involved in the outlier detection. Toosi, et.al. have used the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) classifier to detect intrusions in computer networks [16] .This integration of fuzzy and neural soft computing system for outlier detection is very promising as they exactly address the challenges associated with the outliers. The fuzzy logic handles the uncertainty involved in outlier detection and the parallel nature of neural networks achieves faster recall. A detailed survey on outlier detection techniques involving fuzzy and/or neural networks methods has been discussed in [17] .
Fuzzy min-max neural network (FMN) is a well-known hybrid neuro-fuzzy classifier proposed by Simpson [18] that has been successfully used by many researchers for pattern recognition. It has many advantages such as on-line learning ability, learning with a single pass through data, learning any realistic and multidimensional data that have nonlinear decision boundaries. The parallel hardware can be used to accelerate the execution as implementation can be done using single precision arithmetic operations. Researchers have used this classifier for several applications such as medical diagnosis [19] , fault diagnosis [20] , detection of heart diseases [21] , face recognition [22] , speaker identification [23] , Iris recognition [24] , business intelligence [25] , outlier detection [26] [27] [28] , etc. The FMN is a three layer feed-forward neural network model that grows adaptively to meet the demands of a given problem. It utilizes the fuzzy sets as pattern classes and each fuzzy set is a union of hyperboxes. A hyperbox(HB) is defined by min-max points that are updated and fine-tuned in the learning or training phase. The training algorithm determines the min-max points in a single pass through the data, which leads to creation of new HBs belonging to different classes and refining the existing ones (without retraining). The FMN allows overlap between the HBs belonging to the same class; however, overlap between the HBs belonging to different classes is not accepted. Each HB has an associated membership function, which states how much a particular pattern belongs to that HB. Some researchers have modified the FMN to make it more effective for specific type of problems. A fusion of fuzzy min-max classification and clustering algorithms, called general FMN, is discussed in [29] , which can be used in hybrid clustering classification problems. Nandedkar and Biswas have updated the FMN by including the compensatory neurons to handle the overlapping and containment situations in FMN [30] . They have used this modified algorithm for outlier detection and obtained better performance than the existing well-known methods. Anas and Lim have modified the FMN to reduce the size of the rule set and used it for fault detection and classification [27] . They have reduced the number of HBs using a pruning strategy. The pruning method is based on a confidence factor which is calculated using the method discussed in [31] . The confidence factor recognizes the HBs that are frequently used and generally give high classification accuracy as well as the HBs that are highly accurate but rarely used. After training phase, the HBs having confidence factor less than the user defined threshold are pruned. Liu et al. have used the FMN with cancroids rather than the min-max points to improve the computation time and to obtain faster recall [32] .
In this paper, we modify the basic architecture of FMN, calling it as fuzzy min-max neural network with knowledge compaction (FMN-KC), to organize the learned knowledge in a more compact and systematic manner. The aim is to provide faster recall and make it more effective for real time applications. It has been observed that the FMN creates more number of HBs even away from the decision boundary that is it represents the learned knowledge with exhaustive details in 'fine-grained' manner. Though the FMN is a well-known pattern recognizer, yet the 'fine-grained' representation of the learned knowledge may reduce its performance for pattern recognition in terms of the recall time per pattern. Here, we add a new phase, called knowledge compaction, after the regular training phase. The training phase creates the HBs and the knowledge compaction phase combines the HBs created away from the decision boundaries that belong to the same class, without creating any overlap with the HBs of other classes. This 'coarse-grained' representation of the knowledge achieves considerable improvement in the recall time than the regular FMN without reducing its recognition rate. Our modified architecture improves the recall time for outlier detection task. We use the Fisher Iris dataset [33] to explain the working of our proposed FMN-KC. The outlier detection performance of the FMN-KC is assessed on a 2-dimentional synthetic dataset, a time-series disk defect dataset published by NASA and KDD cup 99 dataset available in the UCI repository [34] . Our proposed method gives better performance than the original FMN in terms of the recall time per pattern and its recognition rate is also comparable.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the FMN. Section 3 introduces our proposed modified FMN-KC and Section 4 introduces it in an algorithmic form. Section 5 illustrates the proposed method with an example. Section 6 discusses the simulation results for outlier detection and finally Section 7 concludes the paper.
Review of Fuzzy Min-Max Neural Network (FMN)
The FMN is a three layer feed-forward neural network model that grows adaptively to meet the demand of a problem. It may be considered as an example of the hyperspherical attractor neural network [35] . It is a supervised learning algorithm proposed by Simpson [18] that creates the decision boundaries by creating subsets of a pattern space. The architecture of the FMN is given in Fig. 1 . An input pattern is defined as (A h ,C h ), where A h = {a h1 , a h1 , · · · , a hn } is an input pattern in n-dimensional unit hypercube (I-n) and C h , h {1, 2, · · · , p}, is a class-index that h-th pattern belongs to. The input patterns are represented as A or X in this paper. The FMN creates fuzzy sets, called HBs, and each pattern class is a fuzzy union of HBs. The HBs representing the hidden nodes in the three layer FMN model define a region of the n-dimensional pattern space that has patterns with full membership. A HB is defined by a fuzzy membership function and minmax points. The max and min refer to the farthest and closest points from the origin in a hyperspace, respectively. The j-th HB, denoted as B j , is defined as follows.
where matrices V j and W j store the min and max points, respectively, of B j . The matrices V and W represent the connections between the input nodes and HB nodes, as shown in Fig. 1 . The fuzzy membership function associated with a HB tells the degree to which an input pattern belongs to that HB. A fuzzy membership function b j for j-th HB is given by
where γ is sensitivity parameter that regulates how fast the membership value changes. The fuzzy membership values 0 and 1 indicate no and full membership, respectively; and the values in between tell partial membership. The connections between the HBs and the output nodes that is the class nodes are stored in connection matrix U as binary values, which are given by
We now briefly present the FMN training algorithm. FMN training: The training process constructs HBs and learns the non-linear decision boundaries between different classes. New HBs are created and the existing are refined in a single pass through the data. The number of HBs created depends on a user defined value, called expansion coefficient that is the HB-size (θ), 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1. The less value of θ creates more number of HBs and gives better classification accuracy; it however badly affects the recall time. So, the value of θ must be selected such that it gives better classification accuracy with minimum possible number of HBs. There are four steps of training/learning algorithm, as discussed below.
1. Initialization: In this step, it creates the first HB using the first training pattern and its min-max point is identical to that pattern.
2. HB expansion/creation: A HB is expanded to accommodate an input pattern in the training set that belongs to the same class. The expansion criterion, given in (4), should be satisfied to include a pattern
New min and max points for the expanded HB are calculated using (5) and (6), respectively, as given below.
If the expansion criterion in (4) is not fulfilled, then a new HB is created.
Overlap test:
A pattern classifier must be proficient enough to form the decision boundaries that can avoid overlapping of the classes to minimize the misclassification. The overlaps of the HBs that belong to the same class do not create any class formation problem and hence allowed. The overlap of the HBs that belong to different classes must be eliminated to avoid misclassification. The overlap of an expanded or a newly created HB is checked using the overlap tests as given in [18] . If any overlap is detected, then a contraction process is used to eliminate the overlap.
HB contraction:
The overlap is removed by minimally adjusting one of the dimensions of both the HBs. The minimal adjustment is done to assure a very negligible change in the shape of the HBs, using the rules defined in [18] .
After training, the learned knowledge gets stored in the form of HBs. Test Phase: Here, the fuzzy membership value of a test pattern is calculated in each HB, using (2) . A transfer function is implemented at the output node to calculate the degree to which a test pattern belongs to each class. The transfer function for k-th class is a fuzzy union of the corresponding HB fuzzy membership values that is given by
where m is number of HBs that are connected to class c k using matrix U.
Proposed architecture
The classification accuracy of the FMN is mainly affected by the HB-size (θ), which is a user defined parameter. If the value of θ is less, more number of small-sized HBs is created that increases the classification accuracy. However, these smallsized HBs are created even away from the decision boundary that need not be stored separately as this fine-grained representation of the learned knowledge with exhaustive details reduces its performance for pattern recognition in terms of the recall time per pattern. These HBs cannot be completely removed as it will reduce the recognition accuracy; however, big-sized HBs can be formed by combining the HBs away from the decision boundary. Here, the basic architecture of the FMN is modified by adding a new phase, called knowledge compaction phase, which organizes the learned knowledge in a systematic and compact manner. The main aim of adding this phase is to combine the HBs away from the decision boundary rather than removing them. Our proposed modified architecture FMN-KC is given in Fig. 2 . The FMN is first trained according to the FMN training algorithm as described in Section 2. The FMN creates K number of HBs with the corresponding min-max points (V, W ) and a connection matrix U. The matrices V, W and U are given as input to the KC-phase. This step reduces the count of the HBs to fit the knowledge in a smaller system. New sets of HBs are represented with the revised min-max points G, H and the updated connection matrix as F. The KC-phase inherits the knowledge learned in the training phase and shows a comparable level of detection rate with faster recall after the compaction. In order to avoid misclassification, an upper bound is set on the maximum size of the HB while combining them, called HB-size-max-limit (δ). It is a user-defined parameter that should be greater than the value of θ, i.e. (δ > θ) to create big-sized HBs and reduce the count of HBs to achieve better compaction. If (δ < θ), then it would not reduce the count as the HBs are not combined together. Same is the case for equal values. The compaction process is described below.
The KC-phase tries to combine the K number of HBs created by FMN, considering δ as the maximum limit on the size of HB. For each HB, p in K, find the number of HBs belonging to the same class as that of the p-th HB, denoted as (t). The KC-phase tries to merge p-th HB with each of the HBs in t. After combining p-th HB with q-th HB in t, the min-max points (g, h) of newly created r-th HB are calculated using (8) and (9), respectively.
The overlap of a newly created r-th HB with the existing set of HBs belonging to other classes is checked using the overlap test given in [18] . If no overlap is detected, then delete p-th and q-th HBs, that is, the min-max points of the corresponding HBs from the existing set (V, W ). Then add the newly created r-th HB, that is, the new min-max points calculated using (8) and (9) to the existing set of HBs. An overlap of r-th HB with the HBs belonging to the same class, that is, the HBs in t is allowed. However, if it creates an overlap with the HBs belonging to different classes, then we do not add it to the system and retain the existing set of HBs.
The compaction process is executed for all the K number of HBs created by FMN. The KC-phase creates L number of HBs with the revised min-max points (G, H ), where the value of L is substantially less than K. Finally, the connections between the revised set of HBs and class nodes are calculated using (3) and stored in matrix F. The KC-phase changes the representation of internal knowledge before test phase to get faster recall than the original FMN. We now present the algorithm to implement our proposed method.
Our proposed method in algorithmic form
It has three phases that include training phase, knowledge compaction phase, and test phase, as discussed below.
Phase 1: Training phase
Denote, P : Number of patterns in the training dataset, N : Dimension of pattern vector, θ: HB-size Use training dataset to train the neural network using the learning algorithm [18] that is described in Section 2. This phase provides the learned knowledge in terms of HBs. Let K be the number of HBs.
Phase 2: Knowledge compaction phase
In this phase, we combine the HBs belonging to the same class, which are away from the decision boundary, without creating any overlap with the HBs of other classes. The algorithm for knowledge compaction is given in Algorithm 1.
We keep increasing the value of δ and execute the KC-algorithm (Algorithm 1) to combine the HBs. Increase the value of δ till it does not drop the classification accuracy that we achieved in the training phase. Select the maximum possible value of δ that creates the minimum number of big-sized HBs. A revised set of HBs, denoted by (L), with the corresponding min-max points (G, H ) and a revised matrix F are given as inputs to the test phase. The KC-phase organizes the learned knowledge in a compact manner prior to the test phase. We get different levels of compaction based on the value of δ. It also depends on the way the HBs have been created in the first step of training. We can achieve better compaction if more number of small-sized HBs is created away from the decision boundaries in the training phase.
Phase 3: Test phase
The test set is given as input to the fully-trained classifier. The fuzzy membership value of each test pattern is calculated in the revised set of HBs (G, H ), using (2) . The HB giving the maximum membership to a test pattern is identified as the winner. The class to which this HB belongs is detected as the class of a test pattern. We achieve faster recall after compaction as the fuzzy membership value of a test pattern is calculated for L number of HBs instead of K, where the value of L is substantially less than K.
The basic aim of this work is to represent the learned knowledge in a coarsegrained manner using less number of big-sized HBs. The classifier is first trained using the FMN training algorithm, where the value of θ is finalized and then the HBs created for the finalized value of θ are combined using the KC-algorithm. The compaction is done till it does not drop the accuracy achieved by the classifier in the training phase. The compact knowledge represented with the less number of big-sized HBs is used for the test phase. The big-sized HBs after compaction will fit in all the training patterns which were earlier covered by the small-sized HBs. This Algorithm 1 Knowledge compaction algorithm.
1: Set an upper bound on compaction, called HB-size-max-limit (δ)
{Find HBs belonging to the same class as that of p-th HB} 2: for p =1 to K do 3: for q =1 to K do Add index q to t 6: end if 7: end for {Combine p-th HB with all the HBs in t iff it does not create any overlap with the HBs of other classes} 8: for q =1 to sizeof(t) do
9:
Calculate min-max points (g, h) using (8) and (9) for newly created r-th HB, generated after combining p-th and q-th HBs
10:
size-of-newly-created-HB (δ n ) = Euclidean distance (g, h)
11:
Test overlap of r-th HB with all existing, K number of HBs using overlap test [18] {Combine p-th and q-th HB if no overlap detected and size of r-th HB is less than the upper bound (δ)} 12:
if No overlap detected AND δ n <δ then
13:
Delete the min-max points of p-th and q-th HBs from (V , W )
14:
Add new min-max points, g and h to (V , W )
15:
end if 16: end for 17: end for {After compaction, we get L number of HBs with the revised min-max points G, H} 18: G = V 19: H = W 20: Update matrix U using (3) for revised set of HBs, calling it as F 21: return G, H, F compact representation reduces the computation time for the recall phase without compromising the accuracy. Next section illustrates our proposed method with an example.
Illustration of proposed method
We use the Fisher Iris dataset [33] to illustrate our proposed method. The Fisher Iris dataset is a standard dataset used in a wide range of classification techniques. It has three classes of Iris Plants: Iris-setosa, Iris-versicolor, and Iris-virginica. This dataset consists of a total of 150 patterns, 50 patterns of each class, where each pattern is a four-dimensional feature vector. We use all three phases of our method on this dataset, as follows.
Phase 1: Training phase
We select 100 patterns randomly from the dataset and for simplicity use only the first two dimensions of the Iris dataset for training. In order to make the computation simpler, we rescale the 2-dimensional input pattern space to the 2-dimensional unit cube I 2 . The training dataset after pre-processing is shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 Scatter plot: IRIS data converted into 2-dimensional unit cube (I 2 ) used for training.
The FMN is trained using the training dataset as shown in Fig. 1 by varying the value of θ and the size that gives nearly 100 % classification with the least number of HBs is finalized for the KC-phase. Fig. 4 shows the HBs and non-linear decision boundaries created for the three classes of the Iris dataset after training phase.
From Fig. 4 , we observe that the FMN creates many HBs even away from the decision boundaries. That is, the classifier stores the knowledge in a fine-grained manner. Normally, the KC-phase described in next section tries to combine the HBs away from the decision boundaries as the HBs near the decision boundaries could easily create overlap after merging and cause misclassification. However, the HBs near the decision boundaries could also be combined if they do not create any overlap with the HBs belonging to different classes after merging.
Phase 2: Knowledge compaction phase
The min-max points of the HBs created in the training phase are given as input to the knowledge compaction phase. For combining HBs, we set the value of HBsize-max-limit (δ) greater than the HB-size (θ) that was set in the training phase.
We execute the knowledge compaction phase by increasing the value of δ till we get maximum possible or nearly 100 % classification and finalize the best possible maximum value for δ with least number of HBs. Fig. 5 shows the HBs and decision boundaries created for three classes of the Iris dataset after executing the knowledge compaction phase. It can be observed from Tab. I. that the proposed method achieves more than 50 % gain in the recall time while having the comparable detection rate. We have used a small-sized dataset to understand how the HBs are combined in the knowledge compaction phase. For the large-sized datasets, our modified architecture would provide considerable improvement in the recall time. In next Section, the simulation of the proposed method has been done for the large-sized datasets.
Phase 3: Test phase

Simulation results for supervised outlier detection
We employ our proposed FMN-KC for outlier detection. Experiments have been done using two benchmark datasets, a time-series disk defect dataset and a KDD cup 99 dataset. We use the detection rate, false alarm, and recall time per pattern as the standard metrics to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The detection rate is the total number of predictions that are correct. The false alarm is the ratio of the number of normal patterns that are classified as outliers to the total number of normal patterns.
Outlier detection using synthetic dataset
Here, we use a 2-dimentional synthetic dataset containing some regular patterns and few outlier patterns for experiment, as shown in Fig. 6 . Class1 and Class 2, both representing regular patterns, are shown in Fig. 6 . We use 80 % patterns selected from each regular and outlier category for training and the remaining 20 % patterns for testing. We select the value of θ for training and δ for the knowledge compaction phase that give nearly 100 % classification with least number of HBs. The results of the original FMN and our FMN-KC for outlier detection on the test dataset are shown in Tab. II.
As evident from Tab. II, our FMN-KC reduces the recall time per pattern almost half of the original FMN. 
Fault detection using time-series disk defect dataset
The Rotary Dynamics Laboratory at NASA Glenn Research Centre acquired a time series data on the simulated engine disks to detect cracks in it. These anomalies could be detected in advance to prevent accidents. The data was recorded in three different states: normal, notch, and large notch at three different speeds measured in rpm. The class-distribution of patterns in disk defect dataset when disk moved at different speeds is shown in Tab. III.
Speed
Normal Fault Severe fault Total 3krpm- 3min-50sec  8997  8998  8998  26993  4krpm-3min-50sec  11998  11997  11998  35993  5krpm-3min-50sec  14998  14998  14998  44994 Total 107980
Tab. III %-distribution of patterns in Disk defect dataset.
Higher rpm runs have more samples since there are more revolutions over the same period of time. The normal or healthy state represents the regular data, the faulty state indicates anomalous data with small notch or crack on the disk, and the severe fault indicates anomalous data with large notch or crack. Each pattern vector has been represented with 38 parameters that include clock time, measured RPM, maximum gap across all gap sensors, average gap across all gap sensors, minimum gap across all gap sensors, and measured gap for total 32 blades, and the last parameter is the state to which the pattern belongs. All these parameters have been sampled once per revolution. We have performed experiment on total 10,000 patterns randomly selected from the dataset when disk is moving at a speed of 3krpm with 33.33 % patterns from each category including the normal, faulty, and severe faulty. The training dataset is prepared with 80 % patterns selected from each class and remaining 20 % patterns are used for testing as shown in Tab Tab. IV Number of patterns selected for experiment from Disk defect dataset when disk is moving at a speed of 3krpm.
The data is pre-processed to make the computations simple. All the features are normalized in the range [0, 1] using (10).
where x is a numerical value of a feature. The maximum and minimum values of feature that x belong to are represented as x max and x min , respectively. After pre-processing, the FMN is trained on the training dataset to get nearly 100 % classification. The time taken to train the classifier is given as Time taken for training = 1488.5 seconds
The test dataset is given as input and the performance of the original FMN for fault detection has been measured with K number of HBs as shown in Tab. V. The HBs created in the training phase are given as input to the knowledge compaction phase. We have set the HB-size-max-limit (δ) such that it is the maximum possible value of the HB giving 100 % classification and is greater than the HB-size (θ) that was finalized in the training phase. This phase has created L number of HBs of size δ by combining the HBs away from the decision boundary. The time taken for the compaction of knowledge is given as Time taken for knowledge compaction = 37114.0 seconds
The test dataset is given as input and the performance of the FMN-KC for fault detection is measured and the results are shown in Tab. V.
It can be observed from Tab. V. that the proposed FMN-KC reduces the number of HBs for the disk defect dataset, which in turn improves the recall time per pattern .100
(11) The proposed FMN-KC has achieved 69.4 % gain in the recall time for the disk defect dataset as compared to the original FMN.
Signature based intrusion detection using KDD cup 99
dataset [34] The KDD cup 99 intrusion detection dataset is based on the DARPA 98 dataset containing a wide variety of intrusions simulated in a military network environment. There are three different components of KDD 99 intrusion detection dataset. The 10-percent dataset is a more concise version of the Whole KDD dataset. Additional 14 types of attack are available in Corrected KDD dataset that also provides different statistical distributions than 10-percent KDD or Whole KDD. We use the corrected KDD dataset for experiments. There are total of 311029 single connection vectors, each described by 41 features, labelled as either normal or attack with a specific type of attack. There are total 37 types of attacks, belonging to one of the following four categories:
i. Denial of Service (Dos): Attacker tries to prevent a legitimate user from using service.
ii. Remote to Local (R2l): unauthorized access from a remote machine.
iii. User to Root (U2r): Attacker is having local access to the victim's machine and tries to get the super-user privileges.
iv. Probe: Attacker tries to capture information about the target host for circumventing its security controls. Tab. VI %-distribution of patterns in corrected KDD dataset.
The KDD-99 dataset contains features having all forms of data including symbolic, continuous, and discrete. In pre-processing phase, the symbolic features like protocol-type, service, and flag are mapped to integer values ranging from 0 to N-1, where N is number of symbolic values available in the corresponding feature. For example, the protocol-type feature with three different symbols, namely, UDP, TCP, and ICMP have been mapped to three discrete numeric values 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The features available in continuous or discrete form have been used in the original form. All the features have been normalized between 0.0 and 1.0 using (10) . We have performed the experiment with a total of10000 patterns, selected from the dataset with similar percentage distribution of patterns from all the categories including the normal and attack types, as shown in Tab Tab. VII Number of patterns selected for experiment from KDD corrected dataset.
As shown in Tab. VII, the time taken by the FMN for training on the training dataset is given as Tab. VIII Performance of the original FMN and FMN-KC for signature-based intrusion detection on KDD corrected dataset.
It can be observed from Tab. VIII. that the FMN-KC has reduced the number of HBs for KDD dataset, that is, the knowledge has been represented in a compact form. The FMN-KC has achieved the gain in the recall time as compared to the original FMN and the recognition rate is also comparable. For the KDD corrected dataset, the proposed FMN-KC has achieved 48.1 % gain in the recall time as compared to the original FMN, calculated using (11) . As evident from Tab. V. and Tab. VIII, the proposed FMN-KC has obtained a significant gain in the recall time as compared to the original FMN without dropping the detection accuracy of the classifier that proves the success of the proposed method.
Conclusions
The neuro-fuzzy approach is very promising for outlier detection as it exactly addresses the challenges associated with outliers, such as uncertainty involved in it, false alarm, and faster recall. A fuzzy min-max neural network (FMN) proposed by Simpson is a well-known supervised neuro-fuzzy classifier used for pattern recognition. The FMN creates more number of HBs even away from the decision boundary and stores the learned knowledge with extensive details in a fine-grained manner. In this paper, we have added a knowledge compaction phase in the basic architecture of the FMN, calling it as fuzzy min-max neural network with knowledge compaction (FMN-KC) , to represent the knowledge in a coarse-grained manner. We have evaluated its performance for the supervised outlier detection. The KCphase combines the HBs of the same class that are away from the decision boundary without creating any overlap with the HBs of other classes. This phase changes the representation of the internal knowledge before the test phase. This compact and coarse-grained representation of the learned knowledge improves the recall time per pattern. Experimentally, we have shown that the proposed FMN-KC achieves around 50 % gain in the recall time as compared to the original FMN. That is, the FMN-KC requires almost half of the time that of the original FMN. This significant gain in the time without dropping the detection accuracy of the classifier proves the success of the proposed method. The FMN-KC however requires additional time for compaction of the knowledge. Though the training activity needs to be done only for few times (generally once) as opposed to the recall activity which is a recurring activity, the extra time needed for FMN-KC should not be recognized as serious handicap of this architecture. The FMN-KC outperforms the existing FMN in terms of the recall time per pattern. So, the proposed FMN-KC can be used for supervised outlier detection in real time applications where the recall time per pattern is one of the key parameters.
